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INFERENCE IN LINEAR TIME SERIES MODELS WITH SOME
UNIT ROOTS
H. STOCK,AND MARK W. WATSON1
A. SIMS,JAMWS
BY CHRISTOPHER
Thispaperconsidersestimationandhypothesistestingin lineartimeseriesmodelswhen
some or all of the variableshaveunit roots.Ourmotivatingexampleis a vectorautoregression with some unit roots in the companionmatrix,whichmightincludepolynomialsin
time as regressors.In the general formulation,the variable might be integratedor
cointegratedof arbitraryorders,and mighthave drifts as well. We show that parameters
that can be writtenas coefficientson mean zero, nonintegratedregressorshave jointly
normal asymptotic distributions,convergingat the rate T'/2. In general, the other
coefficients (including the coefficientson polynomialsin time) will have nonnormal
of which t or F
asymptoticdistributions.The resultsprovidea formalcharacterization
tests-such as Grangercausalitytests-will be asymptoticallyvalid, and whichwill have
nonstandardlimitingdistributions.
errorcorrectionmodels,vectorautoregressions.
Cointegration,
KEYwoRDs:
1. INTRODUCTION

used in an increasinglywide variety of
econometricapplications.In this paper,we investigatethe distributionsof least
squaresparameterestimatorsand Waldtest statisticsin lineartime seriesmodels
that might have unit roots.The generalmodel includesseveralimportantspecial
cases. For example, all the variablescould be integrated of order zero (be
"stationary"),possibly around a polynomialtime trend. Alternatively,all the
variablescould be integratedof orderone, with the numberof unit roots in the
multivariaterepresentationequalingthe numberof variables,so that the variables have a VAR representationin firstdifferences.Anotherspecialcase is that
all the variablesare integratedof the same order,but there are linearcombinations of these variablesthat exhibit reducedordersof integration,so that the
system is cointegratedin the sense of Engle and Granger(1987). In additionto
VAR's, this model containsas specialcases linearunivariatetime seriesmodels
with unit roots as studied by White (1958), Fuller (1976), Dickey and Fuller
(1979), Solo (1984), Phillips(1987),and others.
The model and notation are presentedin Section 2. Section 3 provides an
asymptoticrepresentationof the ordinaryleast squares(OLS) estimatorof the

have been
VECTOR AUTOREGRESSIONS

coefficients in a regression model with "canonical" regressors that are a linear
transformation of Y, the original regressors. An implication of this result is that

the OLS estimator is consistentwhetheror not the VAR contains integrated
components,as long as the innovationsin the VAR have enoughmomentsand a
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zero mean, conditionalon past values of Y,.When an interceptis includedin a
regressionbased on the canonicalvariables,the distributionof coefficientson the
stationary canonical variates with mean zero is asymptoticallynormal with
the usual covariancematrix,convergingto its limit at the rate T1V2.In contrast,
the estimated coefficientson nonstationarystochastic canonical variates are
nonnormallydistributed,convergingat a faster rate. These results imply that
estimators of coefficientsin the original untransformedmodel have a joint
nondegenerateasymptoticnormaldistributionif the model can be rewrittenso
that these original coefficientscorrespondin the transformedmodel to coefficients on mean zero stationarycanonicalregressors.
The limiting distributionof the Wald F statisticis obtainedin Section 4. In
general, the distributionof this statisticdoes not have a simple form. When all
the restrictionsbeing tested in the untransformedmodel correspondto restrictions on the coefficientsof mean zero stationarycanonical regressorsin the
transformedmodel, then the test statistichas the usual limiting x2 distribution.
In contrast,when the restrictionscannotbe writtensolely in termsof coefficients
on mean zero stationarycanonicalregressorsand at least one of the canonical
variatesis dominatedby a stochastictrend,then the test statistichas a limiting
representationinvolving functionalsof a multivariateWiener process and in
generalhas a nonstandardasymptoticdistribution.
As a specialcase, the resultsapplyto a VAR with some roots equal to one but
with fewer unit roots than variables,a case that has recentlycome to the fore as
the class of cointegratedVAR models. Engle and Granger(1987) have pointed
out that such models can be handledwith a two-stepprocedure,in which the
cointegratingvector is estimatedfirst and used to form a reduced, stationary
model. The asymptoticdistributiontheory for the reducedmodel is as if the
cointegratingvector were known exactly.One implicationof our resultsis that
such two-stepproceduresare unnecessary,at least asymptotically:if the VAR is
estimated on the originaldata, the asymptoticdistributionfor the coefficients
normalizedby T1l2 is a singularnormaland is identicalto that for a model in
which the cointegratingvectoris knownexactlya priori. This resultis important
because the two-stepprocedureshave so far beenjustifiedonly by assumingthat
the number of cointegratingvectors is known. This paper shows that, at a
minimum,as long as one is not interestedin drawinginferencesabout intercepts
or about linear combinationsof coefficientsthat have degeneratelimitingdistributions when normalizedby T1l2, it is possible to avoid such two-stepprocedures in large samples. However,when there are unit roots in the VAR, the
coefficientson any interceptsor polynomialsin time includedin the regression
and their associatedt statisticswill typicallyhave nonstandardlimitingdistributions.
In Sections 5 and 6, these general results are applied to several examples.
Section 5 considersa univariateAR(2) with a unit root with and withouta drift;
the Dickey-Fuller(1979)tests for a unit root in thesemodelsfollow directlyfrom
the more generalresults.Section6 examinestwo commontests of linearrestrictions performedin VAR's:a test for the numberof lags that enterthe trueVAR
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and a "causality"or predictabilitytest that laggedvalues of one variabledo not
enter the equation for a second variable.These examplesare developedfor a
trivariatesystemof integratedvariableswith drift.In the test for lag length,the F
test has a chi-squaredasymptoticdistributionwith the usual degreesof freedom.
In the causalitytest, the statistichas a x2 asymptoticdistributionif the processis
cointegrated;otherwise,its asymptoticdistributionis nonstandardand must be
computednumerically.Someconclusionsare summarizedin Section7.
2. THE MODEL

We consider linear time seriesmodels that can be writtenin first orderform,
(2.1)

Yt= AYt- + G

(t = l9.

l212t

..

T)q

where Yt is a k-dimensionaltime series variableand A is a k x k matrix of
coefficients.The N x 1 vectorof disturbances{ t)} is assumedto be a sequence
= 0 and E[qtq '
= IN
of martingaledifferenceswith E
---,
for t = 1, .. ., T. The N x N matrix Q1/2 is thoughtof as the squareroot of the
covariancematrixof some "structural"errorsQ1/2qt-The k X N constantmatrix
G is thought of as known a priori, and typically contains ones and zeros
indicatingwhich errorsenterwhichequations.Note that becauseN mightbe less
than k, some of the elementsof Y, (or moregenerally,some linearcombinations
of Yt) might be nonrandom.It is assumed that A has k1 eigenvalueswith
modulus less than one and that the remainingk - k1 eigenvaluesexactly equal
one. As is shown below, this formulationis sufficientlygeneralto includea VAR
of arbitraryfinite orderwith arbitraryordersof integration,constantsand finite
order polynomialsin t. The assumptionsdo not, however,allow complex unit
roots so, for example,seasonalnonstationarityis not treated.
The regressorsYt will in general consist of random variableswith various
orders of integration,of constants,and of polynomialsin time. These components in generalare of differentordersin t. Often therewill be linear combinations of Ythavinga lowerorderin probabilitythan the individualelementsof Yt
itself. ExtendingEngleand Granger's(1987) terminology,we referto the vectors
t

that form these linear combinations as generalized cointegratingvectors. As long

as the system has some generalizedcointegratingvectors,the calculationsbelow
demonstratethat T-PYYY' will convergeto a singular(possiblyrandom)limit,
where p is a suitablychosen constant;that is, some elementsof Ytwill exhibit
perfectmulticolinearity,at least asymptotically.Thuswe workwith a transformation of Yt,say Zt, that uses the generalizedcointegratingvectorsof Y, to isolate
those componentshavingdifferentordersin probability.Specifically,let
(2.2)

Z,= DYt.

(Note that in the datingconventionof (2.1) the actualregressorsare Yt> or, after
transformingby D, Zt-1.) The nonsingulark x k matrix D is chosen in such a
way that Zt has a simplerepresentationin termsof the fundamentalstochastic
and nonstochastic components. Let

{'

=

Et= 1% and let (j be defined recursively
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by t/ = E=t ., so that V is the N-dimensionaldriftlessrandomwalk with
innovations , and {, is the j-fold summationof ,. The transformationD is
chosen so that
(2.3)

Z4
Zt ztl
zt2g
z2g+l
0

0

0

...

0

0

F21(L)

F22

0

0

...

0

01

F31(L)

F32

F33

0

...

0

0

F42

F43 F

...

0

0

Fll(L)

-

|

F41(L)
F2g,1(L)
F2g+?1,1( L )

0

*2g,2g

'2g,2

t

F2g+1,2

F2g+ 1,2g

F2g+1,2g+1

Lt

-F(L)v,t

')'.Note that the stochasticand
where L is the lag operatorand v,=
*
deterministicelementsin v, alternateand that v, has dimension(g + 1)N + g.
The variatesv, will be referredto as the canonicalregressorsassociatedwith Y,.
In general, F(L) need not be squareeven though D will be. In addition, for
specific models fittingin the generalframework(2.1), some of the rows given in
(2.3) will be absent altogether.
The lag polynomial Fll(L) has dimension k, x N, and it is assumed that
El OF,,jF,'ljis nonsingular.Withoutloss of generality,Fjj is assumedto have
...

full row rank kj (possibly equal to zero) for j = 2,... ,2g + 1, so that k

j=llkj.

These assumptionsensurethat, after appropriaterescaling,the moment matrix
YZ,Z,' is (almost surely)invertible-i.e., no elementsof Z, are perfectlymulticolinear asymptotically-so that the OLS estimatorof AD` is unique.
From (2.2) and (2.3), it is clear that D must be chosen so that its rows select
linear combinationsof Y, that are differentordersin probability.Thus some of
the rows of D can be thought of as generalizationsof cointegratingvectors:
partitioning D = [D,'

D,g+1]', so that Z/

=

DjY,, D, forms a linear combina-

tion of Y, such that Z1 has mean zero and is Op(l);D2 forms a linear
combinationwith mean F22that is also Op(1).The linear combinationsformed
with D3 are Op(t1/2), those formed with D4 are Op(t), and so on. In this
frameworkthese linear combinationsinclude first differencesof the data, in
addition to includingcointegratingvectors in the sense of Engle and Granger
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(1987). The row space of D1,..., D2g is the subspace of

Ik spanned by

the

generalizedcointegratingvectorsof Y,.
Derivation of (2.2) and (2.3) from the Jordan Form of A

Specificexamplesof (2.2) and (2.3) are given at the end of this section and in
Sections5 and 6. As theseexamplesdemonstrate,D and F(L) in generalare not
unique, althoughthe row spacesof D1,[D1ID2?]',etc. are. This poses no difficulty
for the asymptoticanalysis;indeed,it will be seen that only the blocks along the
diagonalin F(L) enterinto the asymptoticrepresentationfor the estimatorand
F statistic. This nonuniquenessmeans that in many cases a set of generalized
cointegratingvectorscan be deducedby inspectionof the system,and that F(L)
is then readily calculated.For completeness,however,we now sketchhow (2.2)
and (2.3) can be derivedformallyfrom the Jordancanonicalform of A.
Let A = B - 'JB be the Jordan decomposition of A, so that the matrix J is

block diagonalwith the eigenvaluesof A on its diagonal.Supposethat the Jordan
blocks are orderedso that the finalblock containsall the unit eigenvaluesand no
eigenvalues less than one in modulus. Let J4 denote the k, x k, block with
eigenvaluesless than one in modulus,let J2 denote the (k - kl) x (k - kl) block
with unit eigenvalues,and partitionB conformablywith J so that B = (B1IB')'.
The representation(2.2) and (2.3) can be constructedby consideringthe linear
combinationsof Y, formedusing B. Let Z,1= B1Y,.These definitionsand (2.1)
imply that
Zt = J1Ztl-1 + BlGS2ll2,qt.
Becausethe eigenvaluesof J4 areless than one in modulusby construction,Zt' is
integrated of order zero and the autoregressiverepresentation(2.4) can be
invertedto yield
(2.4)

Ztl = Fjj(L) 77,
where Fll(L) = (I - JL)- 'BGQ1/2. Thus (2.5) provides the canonical represen(2.5)

tation for the mean zero stationaryelementsof Zt.
The representationfor the integratedand deterministicterms comes from
consideringthe final Jordanblock, J2. This block in generalhas ones on the
diagonal, zeros or ones on the first superdiagonal,and zeros elsewhere;the
location of the ones above the diagonaldeterminesthe numberand orders of
the polynomialsin time and integratedstochasticprocessesin the representation
(2.3). The structureof this Jordanblock makesit possibleto solve recursivelyfor
each of the elements of B2Yt.BecauseJ2 consists of only ones and zeros, each
element of B2Y, will be a linear combinationof polynomialsin time and of
partialsums of {( }. LettingF denote the matrixof coefficientsexpressingthese
linear combinations,one obtains the representationfor the remaininglinear
combinationsof Y,:
(2.6)

B21=Fi,

where ^t=(lft

t2f ... {g, ,
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Elementaryrow and columnoperationsneed to be performedon (2.6) to put F
into the lower reduced echelon form of (2.3). Let D be the (k

-

kl)

x

(k - kl)

invertiblematrixsummarizingthese row and columnoperations,so that

[

7]2

(2.7)

= DB2I'

[t<D]
z2g+ 1

...

.i

-

tF+.
*

1,2
F~~2g+

2g+ 1,2g+l1

The representation(2.2) and (2.3) obtainsfrom (2.5) and (2.7). Let
(2.8)
where
(2.9)

D:= [
vt=

(

JB

and

]'

F(L)== [F <

it)' as in (2.3). Combining (2.5), (2.7), and (2.8) yields

Z'= DYt= F(L)Pt,

which is the desiredresult.
This derivationwarrantstwo remarks.First, when an interceptis includedin
the regression, D can always be chosen so that F21(L)=0 in (2.3). Because
excluding an interceptis exceptionalin applications,it is assumed throughout
that F21(L)= 0 unless explicitly noted otherwise. Second, it turns out that
whetherFjl(L) = 0 for j > 2 is inessentialfor our results;what mattersis that
these lag polynomialsdecay sufficientlyrapidly.When D is obtainedusing the
Jordan form, (2.8) indicatesthat these termsare zero. BecauseD is not unique,
however,in practicalapplications(and indeed in the examplespresentedbelow)
it is often convenientto use a transformationD for which some of these terms
are nonzero. We thereforeallow for nonzero Fjl(L) for j>2, subject to a
summabilityconditionstatedin Section3.
Stacked Single EquationForm of (2.2) and (2.3)

The first order representation(2.1) characterizesthe propertiesof the regressors Yt. In practice, however,only some of the k equationsin (2.1) might be
estimated.For example,often some of the elementsof Ytwill be nonstochastic
and some of the equationswill be identities.We thereforeconsideronly n S k
regressionequations,which can be representedas the regressionof CYtagainst
yt- 1, where C is a n x k matrixof constants(typicallyones and zeros).With this
notation, the n regressionequationsto be estimatedare:
CYt= CAYtl> + CG2l/2'qt.
Let S = CYt, A = CA, and 21/2= CGf21/2 (so that 21/2 is n x N). Then these
regressionequationscan be written
(2.11) St =
t_1+ El/2t.
(2.10)

The asymptoticanalysisof the next two sectionsexamines(2.11) in its stacked
single equation form. Let S

=

[S2 S3

*..

ST],

1 = [2

13

...

21Tl',

X =

TIME SERIESMODELS

[Y1 Y2 ...

YTT-1]"
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s = Vec(S), v = Vec(7q), and c3= Vec(A'), where Vec( ) de-

notes the column-wisevectorization.Then (2.11) can be written
(2.12)

5S= [In(

X]f + [21/2 IT]v

The coefficientvector 8 correspondingto the transformedregressorsZ = XD' is
(2.12) becomes
8 = (In ? D,' ')1. With this transformation,
(2.13)

S = [In ? Z] 8 +

[21/2

IT_]V.

Thus (2.13) representsthe regressionequations(2.10), writtenin terms of the
transformedregressorsZ,, in theirstackedsingle-equationform.
An Example

The framework(2.1)-(2.3) is generalenough to include many familiarlinear
econometricmodels.As an illustration,a univariatesecond orderautoregression
with a unit root is cast into this format,an examplewhichwill be takenup again
in Section 5. Let the scalartime seriesvariablex, evolve accordingto
(t = 1, ..., T),
(2.14) x, = B0 + lxt-1 + 2xt2 +qt
where 7, is i.i.d. (0,1). Supposethat a constantis includedin the regressionof x,
on its two lags, so that Y, is given by
-x,

(2.15)

Yt

-

xtl

J1

i2

1

0

B0 -Xt- 1

-1

i X][2 +[]

polynoSupposethat Bo= 0, f31+ ,2= 1, and 1321 < 1, so that the autoregressive
mial in (2.14) has a single unit root. Following Fuller (1976) and Dickey and
Fuller (1979), becausePo= 0 (2.14) can be rewritten
(2.16)

x, = (f31+ #2)x,t-1

so that, since ,1
(2.17)

+

/2

= 1,

Ax, = -32AX,t1

-

2(xt1

-

x-2)

+ 7

xt has an AR(1) representationin its first difference:
+qt,

Although the transformationto Zt could be obtainedby calculatingthe Jordan
canonical form and eigenvectorsof the companionmatrixin (2.15), a suitable
transformationis readilydeducedby inspectionof (2.16) and (2.17). Becausex,
is integrated and Ax, is stationary with mean zero, (2.16) suggests letting
and (2.14) can be rewritZtl = Ax,, Zt2= 1, and Zt3= x,. Then k,=k2=k3=1
ten
(2.18)

x = 81Z

+ 82 t7 1 + 83Z,t1 +q t,

where 81=-2,
82 = Po, and 83 = #1 + /2- In the notation of (2.10), (2.18) is
=
CYt (CAD'-)Zt1 + 7,, where C = (1 0 0), 21/2 = 1 and A is the transition
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matrixin (2.15). The transformedvariablesare Z, = DYE,where
D=

1
0

-1
0

0

1

0

0

1

The transformedcoefficientvectoris CAD1 = (81 82 83) = 8'; note that ,B-D'8.
A straightforwardway to verify that D is in fact a suitable transformation
matrix is to obtain the representationof Z, in terms of vt. Write Ax, =
O(L)'q,, where @(L)= (1 + /2L)1-, and use recursivesubstitutionto express
as xt= 0(1)41 + 0*(L)7qt, where 0j* = -E0=?101
(ie 0*(L) =
(1-L)-1[O(L)

-

-ztl -

(2.19)

z2=

LZt3K

0(1)]). Thus for this model (2.3) is:
(L)

O

o

0

1

0

A

0(1)

[*(L)

-i

1[1
J:

3. AN ASYMPTOTICREPRESENTATIONOF THE OLS ESTIMATOR

We now turn to the behaviorof the OLS estimator 8 of 8 in the stacked
transformedregressionmodel (2.13),
(3.1)

8 = (In

? Z'Z)

(In ? Z)5S

The samplemomentsused to computethe estimatorare analyzedin Lemmas1
and 2. The asymptotic representationof the estimator is then presented as
Theorem 1. Some restrictionson the moments of 'q, and on the dependence
embodied in the lag operator{Fjl(L)} are needed to assureconvergenceof the
relevantrandommatrices.For the calculationsin the proofs, it is convenientto
write these latter restrictionsas the assumptionthat {Fjl(L)} are g-summableas
definedby Brillinger(1981).These restrictionsare summarizedby:
CONDITION1: (i) 3 some
FJ=Ojgl Fmljl < xo, m =1...,2g

4 < Xo

such that E(qit) <

t4,

i = 1, ..., N. (ii)

+ 1.

Condition 1(ii) is more generalthan necessaryif (2.2) and (2.3) are obtained
using the Jordancanonicalform of A. BecauseFll(L) in (2.3) is the inverseof a
finite autoregressivelag operatorwith stable roots, (ii) holds for all finite g for
m = 1; in addition,(ii) holds triviallyfor m > 1 when Zt is based on the Jordan
canonical representation,since in this case Fml(L)= 0. Condition1(ii) is useful
when the transformationD is obtainedby other means (for exampleby inspection), which in generalproducenonzeroFml(L).In the proofs,it is also assumed
that { iq } = 0, s < 0. This assumptionis a matterof technicalconvenience.For
example, ZO, i = 1, 3,5,..

.,

2g + 1 could be treated as drawn from some distribu-

tion without alteringthe asymptoticresults.(For a discussionof variousassumptions on initial conditionsin the univariatecase, see Phillips(1987, Section 2).)
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The first lemma concerns sample moments based on the components of the
canonical regressors. Let W(t) denote a n-dimensional Wiener process, and let
Wm(t) denote its (m - 1)-fold integral, recursively defined by Wm(t)=
fo'Wml(s) ds for m > 1, with W1(t) W(t). Also let =o denote weak convergence of the associated probability measures in the sense of Billingsley (1968).
Thus:
LEMMA 1:

(a)

Under Condition1, the following convergejointly:

(b)

T-(m+P+J1/2)JTtmfP=foltmWP(t)'dt,
T-W(m(+P)ET m P''*olWmt)WP(t)

(c)

-4 (m +p + 1)-1,
T (m+P+)Y,Ttm+p

(d)

T-(P+

(e)

T-pyT-1p,',+?1

()T-

'i

I+ 1 =* JolJtPdW(t),
=>foWP(t) dW(t),

m > O,p > 1,
m, p ? 1,

dt,

m, p

>

0,

p > 0,

p > 1,

E(Fm1(L?),q(Fp1(L),1t)t P F=O Fm1jFp1jq
m ,p

= 19 . .. , 2g+

(g)

T-(P+ /2)tP(Fm1(L),qJ

(h)

T-PE,T(,P(Fm1(L),qJ)t Kp + fo'WP(t) dW(t)tEm1(I)
p = I1,..., g; m =I1...,92g+

=

1,

)
ml(I)fotdW
p=O,...,g;m=1,...,2g+1,
f

1;

where Kp = Fml(l)' if p = I and Kp = O if p = 2, 3,. ..,g.
Similar results for m, p < 2 or for N = 1 have been shown elsewhere (Phillips
(1986, 1987), Phillips and Durlauf (1986), Solo (1984), and Stock (1987)). The
proof of Lemma 1 for arbitrary m, p, N relies on results in Chan and Wei (1988)
and is given in the Appendix.
Lemma 1 indicates that the moments involving the different components of Z,
converge at different rates. This is to be expected because of the different orders
for p = 1,2,... To
of these variables; for example, (tP is of order Op(tP-1/2)
handle the resultant different orders of the moments of these canonical regressors, define the scaling matrix,
T1/2Ik1
0

T112Ik2
o

Tg-/TIk3

TgIkg
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In addition, let H denote the nk X nk "reordering" matrix such that
In

X

1

1

H( IneI Z' )
In?

Z2g+

where ZJ= XDj'. Using Lemma 1, we now have the following result about the
limiting behavior of the moment matrices based on the transformed regressors,
Zt.

LEMMA2: Under Condition1, the following convergejointly:
(a) r,-1Z'TZrT-1 V, where
Vil = F-0F1jF=o

j

V12 = V2F1= Yj=OFlljF2lj

P=
3F

V1P=VP,, = 0,
V22 = F222F22 +

...,

2g+ 1,

EoYOF21jF21j9

Vmp= Fmm JW(m -2)/2( t) W(p-1)/2(t)

dtF,,

m= 3,5,7,...,2g+
V = F

1Ot(m-1l)/2W(p- 1)/2(

1; p= 3,5,7,...,2g+

1,

p = 3,5,7,...,2g+

1,

tpp=Vt

m = 2,4,6,...,2g;
2
VMP=p + m-2FmmFpp
(b) H(In ? T- 1)(In ? Z')(21/2?
where

m = 2,4,6,...,2g;
IT1)V =k,

5m= Vec [FmmJfW(m-)/2(t)d W(t)

where 'k=

'1/2t]

Om= Vec [FmmJolt(m-2)/2 dW(t)'11/2I,
02=

21 + 229

[p21 -4

-N(O, I),

where

422 =

where 'I=

p = m + 2,...,2g.

(4444

m=4,6,

V

and where (41, 421) are independentof (422 k39... *2g+1)*
9
and 421 does not appear in the limiting representation.

2'

t

m = 3,5,7, ..., 2g + 1,

Vec [F22W(1) 21/2t]
[

*

..., 2g,

and

T
( V22-F22F)

If F21(L) = 0,

42 = 422
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The proof is given in the Appendix.2
Let M
Lemma 2 makes the treatmentof the OLS estimatorstraightforward.
be an arbitraryn x n matrix,and definethe function4I(M, V) by
me@ V11

5(M, V) =

...

me

Vl,2g+l

.M
Me

.V.

V2g+l,l

..

MeV2g+1,2g+l

We now have the followingtheorem.
THEOREM
'p (In' V)

1: Under Condition 1, H(In ?

TT)(8

-

where 8*

8*,

8)

=

10 .

PROOF:Use 8 = (In X Z'Z)
H(In X TT)(8

-3)

'(In X Z')s and (2.13) to obtain

= H(In ? TT) (I

`

n X TT)

X(Ing rTi )(In g Z) )(21/2 gs IT_-1) v
= [H(In?

x [H(In
=> [H(In

[T-1(ZPZ)T-1])H-1]1

T )(In ? Zt)(1/
0 V) H-1]

-10=

O(In

?$ IT_1) V]
V) -lO

where Lemma2 ensuresthe convergenceof the bracketedtermsafter the second
Q.E.D.
equality.
This theoremhighlightsseveralimportantpropertiesof time seriesregressions
with unit roots. First, 8 is consistentwhen there are arbitrarilymany unit roots
and deterministictime trends,assumingthe model to be correctlyspecifiedin the
sense that the errors are martingaledifferencesequences. Because the OLS
estimator of f in the untransformedsystem is ,B= (InX X'X)-<(I n X')s =
(In 0 D') 3, ,8 is also consistent.
Second,the estimatedcoefficientson the elementsof Z, havingdifferentorders
of probabilityconvergeat differentrates.When some transformedregressorsare
dominatedby stochastictrends,theirjoint limitingdistributionwill be nonnormal, as indicatedby the correspondingrandomelementsin V. This observation
extends to the model (2.1) results already known in certain univariateand
multivariatecontexts; for example, Fuller (1976) used a similar rotation and
scaling matrix to show that, in a univariateautoregressionwith one unit root
and some stationaryroots, the estimatorof the unit root convergesat rate T,
while the estimatorof the stationaryroots convergesat rate T112.In a somewhat
2 In independentwork,Tsay and Tiao (1990) presentclosely relatedresultsfor a vectorprocess
with some unit roots but with no deterministiccomponents.Whileour analysisallowsfor constants
and polynomialsin t, not consideredin theirwork,theiranalysisallowsfor complexunit roots,not
allowedin our model.
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more generalcontext, Sims (1978) showedthat the estimatorsof the coefficients
on the mean zero stationaryvariableshave normal asymptotic distributions.
When the regressionsinvolve X, ratherthan Z, the rate of convergenceof any
is the slowest rate of any of the elementsof 8
individual element of ,B, say I,B1
comprising/Pi.
Third, when there are no Z, regressorsdominatedby stochastictrends-i.e.,
=0-then 8 (and thus /3) has an asymptoticallynormal
k3= k5= *-=k2g+i
joint distribution: HI(I, X TT)(8 - 8)
N(O, S X V-1), where V is nonrandom
because the terms involving the integrals Jf0WP(t)Wm(t)t dt and
JfOWP(t)dWm(t)' are no longerpresent.In addition, V is consistentlyestimated
l- 'Zr 1, fromwhichit followsthat the asymptoticcovariancematrixof /3
by rT
-

is consistentlyestimatedby the usual formula.Thereare severalimportantcases
? = 0. For example,if the process is stationary
in which k3 = k5 = ... = k2g+
arounda nonzeromeanor a polynomialtime trend,this asymptoticnormalityis
well known. Anotherexampleariseswhen there is a single stochastictrend,but
this stochastictrendis dominatedby a nonstochastictime trend.This situationis
discussed by Dickey and Fuller (1979) for an AR(p) and is studied by West
(1988) for a VAR, and we returnto it as an examplein Section5.
Fourth, Theorem1 is also relatedto discussionsof "spuriousregressions"in
econometrics, commonly taken to mean the regression of one independent
random walk with zero drift on another. As Granger and Newbold (1974)
discoveredusing Monte Carlo techniquesand as Phillips (1986) showed using
functionalcentrallimit theory,a regressionof one independentrandomwalk on
another leads to nonnormalcoefficientestimators.A relatedresult obtainshere
for a single regression(n = 1) in a bivariatesystem(N = 2) of two randomwalks
(k3 = 2) with no additional stationary components (k1 = 0) and, for simplicity,

no intercept (k2 = 0). Then the regression(2.4) entails regressingone random
walk againstits own lag and the lag of the secondrandomwalkwhich,if Q = I2,
would have uncorrelatedinnovations.The two estimatedcoefficientsare consistent, convergingjointly at a rate T to a nonnormallimitingdistribution.
4. AN ASYMPTOTICREPRESENTATIONFOR THE WALD TEST STATISTIC

The Wald F statistic,used to test the q linearrestrictionson ,
Ho: R1=r

vs.

F= (Rfi-

r)'[R(.?

H1: Rf 3 r

is
(4.1)

(XX)

1)R']

(R

- r)/q.

In termsof the transformedregressorsZt the null and alternativehypothesesare
Ho: P=r

where P = R(I,

X

vs.

H1: PS* r

D') and 8 = (In X D'-1)/3. In terms of P, 8, and Z, the test
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statistic (4.1) is
F= (PS-r)" [P(?O@(ZZ)l
p,] (P-r)lq(4.2)
The F statistics(4.1), computedusing the regression(2.12), and (4.2), computed
using the regression(2.13), are numericallyequivalent.
As in Section 3, it is conveiient to rearrangethe restrictionsfrom the
equation-by-equationorderingimplicitin P to an orderingbased on the ratesof
convergenceof the variousestimators.Accordingly,let P = PH, whereH is the
reorderingmatrixdefinedin Section3, so that P containsthe restrictionson the
reorderedparametervectorHS. Withoutloss of generality,P can be chosen to
be upper triangular,so that the (i, j) block of P, Pjj is zero for i >j, where

i, j = 1, ... , 2g + 1. Let the dimension of Pii be qi x nkj, so that q1 is the number
of restrictionsbeing tested that involve the nk1 coefficientson the transformed

variables Z,1; these restrictionscan potentially involve coefficientson other
transformedvariablesas well. Similarly,q2 is the numberof restrictionsinvolvg+ 1), and so forth, so
ing the nk2 coefficientson Z,2(and perhapsalso Z3,, .
that q = j= 1qj-

In the previous section, it was shown that the rates of convergenceof the
coefficients on the various elements of Z, differ, depending on the order in
probabilityof the regressor.The implicationof this resultfor the test statisticis
that, if a restrictioninvolvesestimatedcoefficientsthat exhibitdifferentrates of
convergence,then the estimatedcoefficientwith the slowest rate of convergence
will dominatethe test statistic.This is formalizedin the next theorem.
THEOREM2: Under Condition 1, qF=> 8 * 'P*[P *P (T,
where 8 * is defined in Theorem1 and
1

0
p*=

V)-lP *

lP *

8*,

o

12
fi22:

.

g~~~P330
0~~~~~

0

PM

0

i

Pmm

PROOF:First note that, since P = PH by definition, P(I, , Tj1) = PH(In ?
rTj') = P(T 1 ?In )H= TT*-'P*H, where T* is the q x q scalingmatrix
T112Iq
T112Iq

0

TIq3
0

L

Tg-

1/2j

~~~~~~~~~TgIq2gj
-
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and where {PT* is a sequenceof q X nk nonstochasticmatriceswith the limit
oo, where P * is given in the statement of the theorem. (The
matrix H reorders the coefficients, while (In ? T- 1) scales them; H(In ? T1)
*
PT* P as T

-

(ST- 0 I )H states that theseoperatorscommute.)Thus,underthe null hypothesis,

x(P)-r)
F=[(IflrA
(&

[P(In

=

[ P()( X ?(Z/Z))P
)(Il?rT)p
TI,)(

[ P(In s
X [P(

x [

In

TTT

TP H(IIn T

8)]1

TT)(

- X)(ZI
TT)(

?
T 1)(In

)j-r)

A1

Z)

(In

Tp)(

(Inn

(In)(T
) T

-

0
0

Pt

8)1

=-[PlH(Ifl?TT)(T-8)A_

(z ? ( Tr
X [T*PH
[PTH(In ? T)(8
X(P*8*)H[P*H(2
vT1)H
X

Z
T`Zr1))lHIPIT*

-]

8)]

P*/1
(P*8*)

where the last line uses Lemma2, Theorem1, PT P *, and
(wherethe
consistencyof 2 follows from the statedmomentconditions).The resultobtains
by noting that H(2 X V-1)H' = H(2-1 X V)-1H' = J(Y-1, V)-1.
Q.E.D.
Before turning to specific examples, it is possible to make three general
observationsbased on this result.First, in the discussionof Theorem1 several
cases werelisted in which,afterrescaling,the estimator8 will have a nondegenerate jointly normal distributionand V will be nonrandom.Under these conditions, qF will have the usual x2 asymptoticdistribution.
Second, suppose that only one restrictionis being tested, so that q = 1. If the
test involves estimatorsthat convergeat differentrates, only that part of the
restrictioninvolving the most slowly convergingestimator(s)will matterunder
the null hypothesis,at least asymptotically.This holds even if the limit of the
moment matrix Z'Z is not block diagonalor the limitingdistributionis nonnormal. This is the analoguein the testingproblemof the observationmade in the
previous section that a linear combinationof estimatorsthat individuallycon:
verge at differentrateshas a rateof convergencethatis the slowestof the various
constituentrates. In the proof of Theorem2, this is an implicationof the block
diagonality of P *.
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Third, there are some special cases in which the usual x2 theory applies to
Wald tests of restrictionson coefficientson integratedregressors,say Zt. An
example is when the true system is Yl, = PYlt-i + q ,, IPI< 1, and Yj,= Yjt-1 + ,jt,
j = 2,..., k, where Eqtqq-= diag(F2, 222) In the regression of Yh on y0+ /31Y1,_1
+ fl2Y2t-1 +
have a joint asymptoticdistributionthat
*+fkYkt-1,
(.2..., -*k)
is a randommixtureof normalsand the Wald test statistichas an asymptoticx2
distribution;for moreextensivediscussions,see for exampleJohansen(1988)and
Phillips (1988). The key conditionis that the integratedregressorsand partial
sums of the regressionerrorbe asymptoticallyindependentstochasticprocesses.
This circumstanceseems exceptionalin conventionalVAR applicationsand we
do not pursueit here.
5. UNIVARIATEAUTOREGRESSIONSWITH UNIT ROOTS

Theorems 1 and 2 provide a simple derivation of the Fuller (1976) and
Dickey-Fuller(1979)statisticsused to test for unit roots in univariateautoregressions. These resultsare well known,but are presentedhere as a straightforward
illustrationof the moregeneraltheorems.We considera univariatesecond order
autoregression,firstwithoutand then with a drift.
EXAMPLE
1-An AR(2) with One Unit Root: Supposethat x, is generatedby
(2.14) with one unit root (f,B+? 2= 1) and with no drift (Po = 0), the case
described in the example concluding Section 2. Because a constant term is
included in the regression,F21(L)= 0 and V is block diagonal.Combiningthe
appropriateelementsfrom Lemma1 and using F(L) from (2.19),
r(A_(
TT

8)

1F
I

0(

1

W(t)dt

0(1)fW(t)dt

O(1)2fW(t)2dt

fdW(t)
.(l)fW(t)

dW(t)

N(0, V-j1),with V, = EJ.o9#2= (1 -/22)-l
and 0(1) = (1 + /12f1.
Thus the coefficients on the stationary terms (Zlt and Z2t) converge at the rate

where 8

T'/2, while ?3 convergesat the rate T. In termsof the coefficientsof the original
regression, 2 = -81 and Il = 81+ 83. Since T1/2(83 -83) 4 0, both I) and A2
have asymptotic4llynormalmarginaldistributions,convergingat the rate T12;
however, 4 and I2 have a degeneratejoint distributionwhen standardizedby
T1/2

While the marginaldistributionof 81 is normal,the marginaldistributionof 82
(the intercept)is not, since the "denominator"matrixin the limitingrepresentation of (82, (3) is not diagonal and contains random elements, and since
JW(t) dW(t) has a nonnormaldistribution.Thus tests involving 81 or 81 in
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combination with 83, will have the usual x2 distribution, while tests on any other
coefficient (or combination of coefficients) will not.
In the special case that Po = 0 is imposed, so that an intercept is not included
in the regression, V is a diagonal 2 x 2 matrix (here F21(L) = 0 even though there
is no intercept since AX, has mean zero). Thus, using Theorem 1, the limiting
distribution of the OLS estimator of 83 has the particularly simple form

W)w(t)

T(-

W(t)2 dt,

dW(t) [0(1)

which reduces to the standard formula when /P2 = 0, SO that 0(1) = 1.
The limiting representation of the square of the Dickey-Fuller t ratio testing
the hypothesis that xt has a unit root, when the drift is assumed to be zero, can
be obtained from Theoremii2. When there is no estimated intercept the F statistic
testing the hypothesis that 83= 1 has the limit,

(5.1)

F

[W(t)

dW(t)]

/W(t)2

dt.

As Solo (1984) and Philips (1987) have shown, (5.1) is the Wiener process
limiting representation of the square of the Dickey-Fuller "T" statistic, originally
analyzed by Fuller (1976) using other techniques.
EXAMPLE 2-AR(2) with One Unit Root and Nonzero Drift: Suppose that xt
evolves according to (2.14), except that Po# 0. If Il + /P2 = 1 then the companion
matrix A in (2.15) has 2 unit eigenvalues which appear in a single Jordan block.
Again, D and F(L) are most easily obtained by rearranging (2.14), imposing the
unit root, and solving for the representation of xt in terms of the canonical
regressors. This yields

1Z1-l + 82z-l

xt=

where Ztl = Axt _
where i = f31/(l

+

0tl
Zt4

+ 84zU-l + t

Z2 = 1, Z4 = Xt, 81 =
13282 fB2) iS the mean of Axt. In addition,

1,

(L)

0

0

@*(L) O @0(1)

-

I2

and

4 = 1

+

2

0

t

where 0(L) = (1 + /2L)-1 and 0*(L) = (1 - L)-1[(1 + 32L)-1 -(1 + /2)-1]
so k1 = 1, k2 = 1, k3 = 0, and k4 = 1. Because there are rio elements of Zt
dominated by a stochastic integrated process, 8 has an asymptotically normal
distribution after appropriate scaling, from which it follows that ,B has an
asymptotically normal distribution.
If a time trend is included as a regressor, qualitatively different results obtain.
Appropriately modifying the state vector and companion matrix in (2.15) to
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include t, the transformedregressorsbecome:
Ztl

0

0

O

1

o

o

a*(L)

0

6(1)

0

0

0

0

1

a(L)

Zt2 Zt3
z4

1

t

In this case, 82, 83 and 84 have nonnormaldistributions.The F statistictesting
= 1 is the squareof the Dickey-Fuller"fA" statistictestingthe hypothesisthat
xt has a unit root, when it is maintainedthat xt is an AR(2) and allowanceis
made for a possible drift;its limitingrepresentationis givenby directcalculation
using Theorem2, which entails invertingthe lower 3 x 3 diagonalblock of V.
The (nonstandard)limiting distributionof the F statistic testing the joint
hypothesis that 83 = 1 and P = 0 can also be obtained directly using this
framework.
8

6. VAR'SWITH SOMEUNIT ROOTS

Many hypothesesof economicinterestcan be cast as linearrestrictionson the
parametersof VAR's.This sectionexaminesF tests of two suchhypotheses.The
first concerns the lag length in the VAR, and the second is a test for Granger
causality.These tests are presentedfor a trivariateVAR in which each variable
has a unit root with nonzerodrift in its univariaterepresentation.Four different
cases are considered,dependingon whetherthe variablesare cointegratedand
whethertime is includedas a regressor.We firstpresentthe transformation(2.2)
and (2.3) for these differentcases, then turn to the analysisof the two tests.
Suppose that the 3 x 1 vectorXt obeys
(6.1)

Xt = yo + A(L)Xt1? +?7,t

(t = 1, ... . T),

where n = N = 3, where A(L) is a matrix polynomial of order p and where it is

assumed that -yois nonzero.When time is not included as a regressor,(6.1)
constitutesthe regressionmodel as well as the true model assumedfor Xt; when
time is includedas a regressor,the regressionmodelis
(6.2)
Xt= yo+ ylt + A(L)Xt-? +'qt
where the true value of -y1is zero.
Suppose that thereis at least one unit root in A(L) and that, taken individually each element of Xt is integratedof orderone. Then AX, is stationaryand
can be written,
(6.3)

A Xt = ,I ?+ (L>) t

where by assumption1ii 0, i = 1, 2, 3. This implies that Xt has the representation
(6.4)

X=,t

+ (1)

+ *(L)q1.
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Thus each elementof X, is dominatedby a time trend.Whentimeis not included
as a regressor,Y, is obtainedby stacking(X,', X,...,
X p+1,1); when time is
included, this stackedvectoris augmentedby t. Note that, if X, is not cointegrated, then 0(1) is nonsingularand A(L) contains3 unit roots. However,if X,
has a single cointegratingvector a (so that a-'It= a'0(1) = 0), then 0(1) does not
have full rank and A(L) has only two unit roots.
As in the previousexamples,it is simplestto deducea suitabletransformation
matrix D by inspection.If the regressionequationsdo not includea time trend,
then (6.1) can be written
- j) + [yo+A*(1)li]
+ 7t,
+ A(1)Xt(6.5)
Xt = A*(L)(dXt,

4= - ,p
so that A*(L) has order p -1.
where AJ
f=,Ai,
contains a time trend,then (6.2) can be writtenas
(6.6)

Xt= A*(L)(Xt,

-

y)

+

+ A (1) Xt- 1 + Y1l(tt-1)

If the regression

+
[Yo+ yl
A*(l)v]
+71t -

Note that, if Xt is not cointegrated, then A(1) = I, @(L) = [I- A*(L)L]-f,
,u= [I-A *(1)]-yo,while if Xt is cointegrated A(1) - I has rank 1.

and

The part of the transformationfrom Ytto Z, involvingXt dependson whether
the system is cointegratedand on whether a time trend is included in the
regression. Using (6.5) and (6.6) as starting points, this transformation,the
implied F(L) matrix, and the coefficientsin the transformedsystem are now
presentedfor each of the four cases.
CASE 1-No Cointegration,Time Trendexcludedfrom the Regression:Each
element of X, is (from (6.4)) dominated by a deterministicrather than a
stochastictime trend.However,becauseIt is 3 x 1 thereare two linearcombinations of X, that are dominatednot by a time trend,but ratherby the stochastic
trend component{t. Thus Zt4 can be chosento be any singlelinearcombination
of Xt; any two linearly independentcombinationsof X, that are generalized
cointegratingvectorswith respectto the time trendcan be used as a basis for Zt3.
To be concrete,let:
Z1[

AX-tt-

AXt

1

I

Axt-p+2
[Xit

Zt3

-(141/13)

X3t ]

Z,4 = X3t.

Using (6.4), the two nonstationarycomponentscan be expressedas
(6h7a)
(6 .7b)

=

[i/(1)e)ta+ (L/

i=

e-

where

e

Zt4 = 113t + e38 (1) {t' + e3 *(L)N

where oi(l) = [ei - (Aill'eT]'O),

0-i*(L) = [ei - (,i/,u')e3]@(

n

hr
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e1 denotes the jth 3-dimensionalunit vector.The F(L) matrixis thus given by

[

[zl

Fl,(L)

Z12
(6.8)

0

|=1| ?*(L)

|

[ zJ4

0

0

0

1

0

0 11

0

1)

0

0

[ e3'O* (L)

e3'O
(1)

L3

lht
||4j

J tJ

where +*(L) = [+1*(L) +2*(L)]' and 4)(1)= [+1(l) 02(1)]', and where k, =
3(p-1), k2=1, k3=2, and k4=l.
To ascertain which coefficientsin the original regressionmodel (6.1) correspond to which block of Z,, it is convenientto let gt denote the transformed
variablesin (6.7), so that
1

(6.9)

t = WXt,

W=

0

0

1

-0

0

I2iL 3].
1

BecauseA(1)Xt = A(1)W- %, the coefficientson Zt3 and Zt4can be obtainedby
calculatingA(1)W- . Upon doing so, the regressionequation(6.5) becomes,
(6-10)

X, =A*(L)(AXt_l
+ A(1)[(

- A) + [-y0+A*(1)jt]Zt
+ (G2/13)e2

l/p3)el

l + [A(l)el

+ e3] Zt4l +

A(l)e2]

Zt3l

it

which gives an explicit representationof the coefficientsin the transformed
regressionmodel in termsof the coefficientsin the originalmodel (6.1).
CASE 2-No
Cointegration,Time Trend Includedin the Regression:When
time is included as a regressor,a naturalchoice for Z,4 is t; for F44 to have full
rank, all elementsof X, will appear,aftera suitabletransformation,in Zt3.Thus
Ztl and Zt2 are the same as in Case 1, Zt= Xt-itt= ()it + *(L) qt, and
Zt4= t so that
[Ztl

(6.11)

Fll(L)

1

L 1=Lo*(L
LZt4J L

?

0

?

Xt

0

0

0

'J tJ
In contrast to the previouscase, now k3= 3 and k4= 1. Solvingfor the implied
coefficientson the transformedvariatesas was done in Case 1, the regression
equation(6.6) becomes
(6.12)

Xt = A *(L)(A Xt_-1-y)

+ [ yo A *(1)jt] Zt-_

+ A(1)ZtL l + itZt4 + nt
CASE 3-Cointegration, Time TrendExcludedfrom the Regression:When Xt
is cointegratedwith a single cointegratingvector, the 2 x 3 matrix F33= M(1)
in
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(6.8) no longer has full row rank, so an alternativerepresentationmust be
developed.Informally,this can be seen by recognizingthat, if X, is cointegrated
and if there is a single cointegratingvector, then there can only be two distinct
trend components since there is some linear combinationof X, that has no
stochasticor deterministictrend.Thus k3 + k4 will be reducedby one when there
is a single cointegratingvector, relative to Case 1. A formal proof of this
propositionproceedsby contradiction.Supposethat X, has a singlecointegrating
vector a (so that a'X, is stationary)and that k3 = 2. Let a = (1 a, a2)', so that
a jA= 0 implies that a can be rewrittenas a = [1 a1 (-alA2 - A1)/13] '. Now
considerthe linearcombinationof Z?3:
13+ Z21.= [ X1, - (Il/tt3)

X3tI + A[X2,

- (A 2l/3)

X3t]

= [1At (-PA22- 1)/A3t3]XI= a'X,

where al has been set to,

in the final equality. Since a'Xt is stationaryby

assumption, Z3 + alZ23 is stationary; thus (1 a1)4(1) = 0. Since 4(1) = F3, this

violates the conditionthat F3 must have full row rank.
To obtain a valid transformation,W must be chosenso that ?,= WX, has one
stationary element, one element dominatedby the stochastic trend, and one
element dominatedby the time trend.To be concrete,let
1 a1
a2
W= 1 0
/y
,
0

0

where it is assumed that a, 0 0 so that X2t enters the cointegratingrelation.
Accordingly,let
glt = a'Xt = a'O* ( L ) 7t,
t2t =

Xlt- Gl1A3)X3t = [ el - (l13)e3]
+ [el -(l3)e3]
0(Wt,

3t = x

+ e3O(1).{t +

t3t

0*(L),qt

).
e3-O*(L)L

Now let
dXtZtl =d

Xt-

Zt2 =

+2 - A

,

=

4t3

t2t

D1t

and use the notation?*(L) and +1(l) from (6.7a) to obtain:

(6.13)[Zt3l
(6.13)

Ztl
ZFt2(L

Zt4

Fll(L)

?

0

?

0 iF t

0

0

fl

Lr(L)

0 F(1) 0 L

e[`0 * (L)

0 e-O(1)

3

t

t4= ;3t
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so that k1 = 3( p - 1) + 1, k2 = 1, k3 = 1, and k4 = 1. Expressedin termsof the
transformedregressors,the regressionequationbecomes
(6.14)

Xt = A * (L )(AXt- 1- A) + A (1) (e 2/a )Dlt - 1 + [ Yo+ A *(1)]
+ A (1)(el -e2al)

Zt-_

ZtL
([a2 + (111/113)]/a1)e2

+-

+ e3] Zt1 +

i1.

The F(L) matrixin (6.13) and the transformedregressionequation(6.14) have
been derivedunderthe assumptionthat thereis only one cointegratingvector.If
instead there are two cointegratingvectors,so that thereis only one unit root in
A(L), then k3 = 0 so that there is no Zt3 transformedregressor.In this case
(studiedin detail by West (1988))all the coefficientestimatorswill be asymptotically normallydistributed,and all test statisticswill have the usualasymptoticX2q
distributions.
CASE 4-Cointegration, Time Trend Includedin the Regression:The representation for this case follows by modifying the representationfor Case 3 to
include a time trend.Let

glt = a'Xt = a'O* (L)71%,
'2t =

=

Xlt-

;3t = X3t-u3t

=

eiO *(L) t + e'O(1)),
e3O*(L)71t + e'O(1){t,

and let
Axt
Z 1=L

-

Zt2

A X,D+2

Dlt

1,

Zt3

[ D]

Fll(L)

(6.15)

z2

=

Zt3 7 *(

t

_

Letting X *(L) =[eO *(L) e3'6*(L)]I and r(1) =[e1'(1)
-Ztl0

Zt

?

0?

1

0

o0

e3'(1)]', one obtains:

17t1
01

1

T(1) oH0

so that k1 = 3(p - 1) + 1, k2 = 1, k3 = 2, and k4 = 1. The transformedregression equationis
(6.16)

XI = [A*(L)(dX,-1 - A) + A(1)(e2/a1)a1t1]
+ [yo +A*(1)L] Zj_1
+ [A(1)(el

- e2/al)211

+ A (1),Z

1 + 71.

l +A(1)(-a2e2/al

+ e3)'3t -]

These transformationsfacilitatethe analysisof the two hypothesistests.
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EXAMPLE 1-Tests of Lag Length: A commonproblemin specifyingVAR's is
determiningthe correctlag length, i.e., the order p in (6.1). Considerthe null
hypothesis that A(L) has order m > 1 and the alternativethat A(L) has order
p > m:
vs. Kl: Ai 0, some j=m+L,...,p.
H,: Aj=0,j=m+1,...,p,

The restrictionson the parametersof the transformedregressionmodel could be
obtained by applying the rotation form Y, to Z, as discussed in general in
Section 4. However,in these examplesthe restrictionsare readily deduced by
comparing (6.10), (6.12), (6.14), and (6.16) with (6.5) and (6.6). By definition
Aj+1 =AJ*1 -A and AP*=O; thus A = 0 for j > m + 1 impliesand is implied
by AJ = 0, j > m. In terms of the transformedregressionmodel, H, and K1
thereforebecome
vs.

H1*: AJ.=0,j=m,...,p-1,
K1: A

O,somej=m,...,p-1.

In each of the four cases, the restrictionsembodiedin H,* are linear in the
coefficientsof the Z,1 regressors.Since the regressionis assumedto include a
constant term, F21(L)= 0 in each of the four cases.Thus in each case V is block
diagonal,with the firstblock correspondingto the stationarymean zero regressors. It follows directlyfrom Theorem2 that (q times) the correspondingtest
statistic will have the usual X2(p-m) distribution.
EXAMPLE 2-Granger CausalityTests: The second hypothesisconsideredis
that lags of X2tdo not help predict Xlt given lagged Xlt and X3t:
H2:

A12j

= O, j=l,...,Ip,

vs.

K2:

A12j

*0,

some

j

L P...

In terms of the transformedregressionmodels,this becomes
H2*:A12(1)=O

and Aj*=1=O,j=1,...,p-1,

vs.

A*
K2*:
Al) + 0or
0, some j =1,...,p-1.
As in the previousexample,the second set of restrictionsin H2* are linearin
the coefficientsof the Zl regressorsin each of the four cases. However,H2*also
includes the restrictionthat A12(1)= 0. Thus whether the F statistic has a
nonstandarddistributionhingeson whetherA12(1) can be writtenas a coefficient
on a mean zero stationaryregressor.
In Case 1, A12(1) is the (1,2) elementof the matrixof coefficientson Z?3in
(6.10), and it does not appearalone as a coefficient,or a linear combinationof
coefficients,on the stationarymean zero regressors.It follows that in Case 1 the
restrictionon A12(1) impartsa nonstandarddistributionto the F statistic,even
thoughthe remainingrestrictionsinvolvecoefficientson Zl. In Case2, inspection
of (6.12) leads to the sameconclusion:A12(1)appearsas a coefficienton Z?3,and
A12(1)= 0 impliesand is impliedby the correspondingcoefficienton Z?3equaling
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zero. Thus the test statistics will have a nonstandardlimiting distribution.
However,because F22, F33, and F44 differbetweenCases 1 and 2, the distributions of the F statisticwill differ.
In both Case 1 and Case 2, the distributionof the F test dependson nuisance
parametersand thus cannot convenientlybe tabulated.However, since these
nuisance parameterscan be estimatedconsistently,the limiting distributionof
the test statisticcan be computednumerically.Since V is block diagonal,in both
cases the statistictakeson a relativelysimple(but nonstandard)asymptoticform.
Let V denote the (random)lower(k2 + k3 + k4) x (k2 + k3 + k4) block of V and
let Pf and P3 denote the restrictionson the coefficientscorrespondingto the
transformedregressorsZ1 and Z3 in the stacked single-equationform, respeccalculationusingTheorem
tively, as detailedin Section4. Then a straightforward
2 shows that pF =*F1 + F2 where F1 = (Pfi1 )'[Pll(T X Vlj')P '1f'(Pll13 )
2
wherethe elementsof F2
and = (P3 *)'[P33(',

consist in part of the functionalsof Wiener processesgiven in Lemma 2 and
where the block diagonalityof V and Lemma2(b) imply that F1 and F2 are
independent.
In Cases 3 and 4, X, is cointegratedand the situationchanges.In both (6.14)
and (6.16), A12(1)appearsas a coefficienton D1t1 the "equilibriumerror"formed
by the cointegratingvector.Since g1t is stationarywith mean zero, the estimator
of A12(1) will thus be asymptoticallynormal,convergingat the rate T1/2, and the
F-test will have an asymptoticX2/P distribution.3
At firstglance,the asymptoticresultsseem to dependon the arbitrarilychosen
transformations(6.8), (6.11), (6.13), and (6.15). This is, however,not so: while
these transformationshave been chosen to make the analysissimple, the same
results would obtain for any other transformationof the form (2.2) and (2.3).
One implication of this observationis that, since X1t, X2t, and X3t can be
permutedarbitrarilyin the definitionsof gt used to constructD and F(L) in the
four cases, the F statistictestingthe exclusionof any one of the regressorsand its
lags will have the same propertiesas given here for X2,1 and its lags.
The intuitionbehindtheseresultsis simple.Eachelementof Xt has a unit root
-and thus a stochastictrend-in its univariateautoregressiverepresentation.In
Cases 1 and 2, these stochastictrendsare not cointegratedand dominatethe long
run relationamong the variables(aftereliminatingthe effectof the deterministic
time trend)so that a test of A12(1)= 0 is like a test of one of the coefficientsin a
regressionof one randomwalk on two othersand its lags. In contrast,when the
system is cointegrated,there are only two nondegeneratestochastic trends.
Including Xlt-l and X3,1 in the regression"controlsfor"these trends,so that a
test of A12(1) = 0 (and the otherGrangernoncausalityrestrictions)behaveslike a
test of coefficientson mean zero stationaryregressors.
3This assumes that ao * 0, so that there is a linear combination involving X2, which is stationary.
If a, = 0, there is no such linear combination, in which case the test statistic will have a nonstandard
asymptotic distribution.
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7. PRACTICALIMPLICATIONSAND CONCLUSIONS

Application of the theorydevelopedin this paper clearlyis computationally
demanding.Applicationof the correspondingBayesiantheory, conditionalon
initial observationsand Gaussiandisturbances,can be simplerand in any case is
quite different.Becausethe Bayesianapproachis entirelybased on the likelihood
function, which has the same Gaussian shape regardlessof the presence of
nonstationarity,Bayesianinferenceneed take no specialaccountof nonstationarity. The authorsof this paper do not have a consensusopinion on whetherthe
Bayesianapproachoughtsimplyto replaceclassicalinferencein this application.
But becausein this application,unlikemost econometricapplications,big differences between Bayesian and classical inference are possible, econometricians
workingin this area need to form an opinion as to why they take one approach
or the other.
This work shows that the commonpracticeof attemptingto transformmodels
to stationaryform by differenceor cointegrationoperatorswheneverit appears
likely that the data are integratedis in many cases unnecessary.Even with a
classical approach,the issue is not whetherthe data are integrated,but rather
whetherthe estimatedcoefficientsor test statisticsof interesthave a distribution
which is nonstandardif in fact the regressorsare integrated.It will often be the
case that the statisticsof interesthavedistributionsunaffectedby the nonstationarity, in which case the hypothesescan be tested without first transformingto
stationary regressors.It remains true, of course, that the usual asymptotic
distribution theory generallyis not useful for testing hypotheses that cannot
entirely be expressedas restrictionson the coefficientsof mean zero stationary
linear combinationsof Y,. These "forbidden"linear combinationscan thus be
characterizedas those which are orthogonal to the generalizedcointegrating
vectors comprisingthe row space of D1, i.e. to those generalizedcointegrating
vectors that reduce Y, to a stationaryprocess with mean zero. In particular,
individual coefficientsin the estimatedautoregressiveequationsare asymptotically normal with the usual limitingvariance,unless they are coefficientsof a
variablewhichis nonstationaryand whichdoes not appearin any of the system's
stationarylinear combinations.
Whether to use a transformedmodel when the distributionof a test of the
hypothesis of interestdepends on the presenceof nonstationarityis a difficult
question.A Bayesianapproachfindsno reasonever to use a transformedmodel,
except possibly for computationalsimplicity.Under a classicalapproach,if one
has determinedthe form of the transformedmodel on the basis of preliminary
tests for cointegrationand unit roots, use of the untransformedmodel does not
avoid pretest bias because the distributiontheory for the test statistics will
depend on the form of the transformation.
One considerationis that tests based
on the transformedmodel will be easier to compute. Tests based on the two
versionsof the model will, however,be differenteven asymptotically,and might
have differentpower,small-sampleaccuracy,or degreeof pretestbias. We regard
comparison of classical tests based on the transformedand untransformed
models as an interestingopen problem.
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To use classicalproceduresbased on the asymptotictheory,one must address
the discontinuityof the distributiontheory.It can and will occur that a model
has all its estimatedroots less than one and the stationaryasymptotictheory
(appropriateif all roots arein fact less thanone) rejectsthe null hypothesisof the
maximal root being greater than, say, .98, yet the nonstationaryasymptotic
theory (appropriateif the maximalroot is one) fails to rejectthe null hypothesis
of a unit root. In practiceit may be usual to treat somethinglike the convex
confidenceregionand the unit root
closure of the union of the stationary-theory
null hypothesisas if it werethe actualconfidenceregion.Is this a bad approximation to the true confidenceregionbased on exact distributiontheory?We should
know more than we do about this.
When nonstationarityitself is not the centerof interestor when the form and
degreeof nonstationarityis unknown,the discontinuityof the asymptotictheory
raises seriousproblemsof pretestingbias. As we have alreadynoted, in orderto
test a null hypothesisof Grangercausal prioritywith the classical theory one
must first decide on whethernonstationarityis presentand, if so, its nature.To
the extent that the resultsof preliminarytests for nonstationarityand cointegration are correlatedwith resultsof subsequenttests for causalpriority,interpretation of the final results is problematic.When the preliminarytests suggest a
particularnonstationaryformfor the modelbut at a marginalp-valueof, say, .10
or .15, one could consider tests of the hypothesesof interest both under the
integratedand nonintegratedmaintainedhypotheses.Results are likely often to
differ, however, and this asymptotictheory offers no guidance as to how to
resolve the differenceswith formalinference.
This paper provides the asymptotic distributiontheory for statistics from
autoregressivemodels with unit roots. Now that these difficultiesare resolved,it
appearsthat a new set of issues-related to the logical foundationsof inference
and the handling of pretest bias-arise to preservethis area as an arena of
controversy.
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Kennedy School of Government,Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138,
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Dept. of Economics, NorthwesternUniversity,Evanston, IL 60208, U.S.A.
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APPENDIX
1 AND2
PROOFS
OFLEMMAS
PROOFOF LEMMA1: The proof of this lemma uses results developed in Chan and Wei (1988,
Theorem 2.4), who consider the convergence of related terms to functionals of Wiener processes and
= O}, s < 0. This
to stochastic integrals based on Wiener processes. Throughout we condition on {m%
is done for convenience, and could, for example, be weakened to permit the initial conditions for Zt
to be drawn from a stationary distribution.
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(a) First consider m = 0:
T

t

T

?

= T-(P+

T-( F+,24P

p-l

~~t1
,= s=

1

1

T.

= T-1 ?, T-(P-1/2,)
t=l~~F

Thus, if
(Al1)

W"Qr),where r=lim(t/T),

~1tf'-.

T-1P-/21E

c'-.W"+'(')

?

Th1P '/21

.i
l
s=

or

then
T

-(.l2),+
WP+'r)

s=1

by the ContinuousMappingTheorem(for the univariatecase, see Hall and Heyde (1980,Appendix
II); for the multivariatecase, see Chanand Wei (1988)).Lettingto 3,
and using Chanand Wei's
(1988) results,T- /2, = T- 1_2E 1ts
W(T) so (A.1) followsby induction.
For m> 0,
T

T

T- (n+p + 1/2)

t

1

tP = T-1

(t/T)'[T-(P-

1

1/2)

0

1

T

T

1

1

T-("'+P) vtnP` = T-1 ? T-(m- 1/2) tm)(T-(P-

(b)

TWP(T) dr.

f]

1/2)(tp)

W"'
Wn(T)
WP(T)' dT

wherewe use (a) for the convergenceof T-(P(c) Obtainsby directcalculation.
T

T

=T-1/2

T-(P P+1/2)? tPn1'+

(d)

1

(tlT)Pq1'+

tPdW(t)

1

T

T

T-P
?,'+1=
-/2 (T-(P- l/2)tp,)n',+l

(e)~~~~~~

WP(t) dW(t)'

where the convergencefollowsusingTheorem2.4 (ii) of Chanand Wei (1988) for p= 1 and using
theirTheorem2.4 (i) for p > 1.
(f) This follows,using Chebyschev's
inequality,fromE IFllj I < oo and bounded4th moments.
(g) The approachused to prove(g) and (h) extendsthe argumentused in Solo (1984).(We thank
an anonymousrefereefor substantiallysimplifyingour earlierproofsof (g) and (h).) First consider
the case p = 0. From Lemmal(d) and Condition1(ii) it followsthat:
T

(L)
where F

F

=

=

Fml(1)(T- /2tT)

+ T- /2Fmj (L)11T =* Fml(1)jdW(t)

ielding the desired result.

The generalcase is provenby induction.Let H(L) be a matrixlag polynomial.Assumethat if
00

F,jk IffjI < oo

(k=O...

,p-1),

(k = 0 .,

p - 1).

0

then
T-( k + 1/2)

?t
1

H(
L)t

tk dW(t)

H(1)
0
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= Fmj(1)%1
+ Fm(L)A1,, so that the term in question can be written,
Now note that FI2,1(L)%,

(A.2)

+1/2)
tPFjl( L)7 = Fmj(1) [T-(P
F,tP 7,

P 1/2)

T-

= Fml(1) [T-(P +1/2)

tPqt]

+ T- (P+ 1/2)

+

tpFm*l(L)A1

T / Fml( L)

1T

T-1

+ T-(P- 1/2)

tp
t-

(L) 7t
(t + 1)P ] Fm*l

T

= Fml (1) [T-(P+

1/2)

tPqtj

+

p-l

17(k?d/2)
+,E d&T(Pk)
=O

T 1/2Fml( L) nT
T-1

Etkml (L) 1j
1
1d

k

where
where
(dk} are the constants from the binomial expansion, tP - (t + 1)P = ' ' d_ tk
The firsttermin (A.2) has the desiredlimitby Lemmal(d). The secondtermin (A.2) vanishesin
probabilityby condition1(ii).The finalp termsin (A.2) convergeto zeroby theinductiveassumption
if E0 ojk IFn II < 00 for all k = 0, ..., p - 1. To verifythis finalcondition,note that
0

000

(A.3)

00

i-1

iEml

ikIFn*l

E

< Ck+1

i=O j=O

j=O

klEll

j=O

where Ck+ is a finite constant.The finalexpressionin (A.3) is boundedby assumption(Condition
1(ii)) so the resultobtainsunderthe inductiveassumption.Sincethe inductiveassumptionis satisfied
for p = 0, the result follows for p = 0,1.

g.

(h) We prove the lemmafor Fll(L), showingthe resultfirst for p = 1. FollowingStock (1987),
write
T

T

T-1 Q,(F11j(L )11,)= H3-H4 +T-'1
1

T-1

E tt-irt,+ H5

F, F11lJ

1

where
T-1

H3=T-j1

E

T

pjF,'lj,

pj=

O

T

T-1

H4 = T-'

Y, 0j l'lj
O

E(i,-C,_j)7,_j9
j+1

'0=

Y,

t,n,,

T-j+1

T

H5 = T-' E n,.

1
J
Now, H5 - I and T-'Tt,_-,'
dW(t)'. In addition,Stock (1987) shows that H3
fW(t)
H4 - 0 if ?IFllI <0, whichis trueunderCondition1. Thus,for p = 1,

+0 and

T

T ?1

,(F1(L)%)

F11(1) + j1W(t)

dW(t) F11(1) ,

which is the desiredresult.
The case of p > 2 is proven by induction. Let H(L) be a lag polynomial matrix with EYjI IHj I< 0

k = 1,..., p - 1, and assumethat
T

Tk

jk(H(L)71t)'

Kk + fWk

(t) dW(t)'H(1)',

k=1

p -i,
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Kk

is given in the statement of the lemma withH(l) replacing Fm1(1).Now write
T

T

(A.4)

T-P

P
3t/[Fna(L)11,]

T

P
(F,iFm(1)

= T-P

(L)Ani]

1

1

1

(t[P Fi

+ T-P

where Fn*, =

Consider the first term in (A.4). Noting that tP =
(A.5)

T

T-P Et P F,1tF, (1) = TPP2F lU'F.(1)
tP
1

one obtains:

? E =lt',

T

T

71,n1;F.(1)(

+ T-P
1

1
p-1

T

+ E

T-k

T-(P-k)

tk

i'

F., (1)'.

1

k=1

Since p > 2, Lemma l(e) and Condition 1(ii) ensure that all but the first terms in (A.5) vanish in
probability. Applying Lemma l(e) to the first term in (A.5), one obtains (for p > 2):
T

T-P E? tP n)tF,,,j(1)

W(t) d W(t )

I

Fml (1l)'-

All that remains is to show that the second term in (A.4) vanishes in probability. Now
T

(A.6)

T

T-P E tP [ Fn*l( L ),A ]=

T-PE

I

t

- 1[ Fm*l(L) nt ]

Et(P

t=1 s=1
T

T

Fm*l
(
s=1
s=1

s=1

t=s

=T-P(1T /P-1]

=T-P E tP
s=

T

L[),)n,

[Fm*j(L))T1'

T-TP E tsP-1[Fm*j(L)n7S-11
s=

T

-T-P

(L) -t1-1
Fat[ Fm*l
1
T

p-1
_

-k

-(p-k)

1:

tk

l(F*lLttl

t=,

k=1

The first term in (A.6) vanishes by Lemma l(a), the inequality (A.3), and condition 1(ii). The second
term vanishes by Chebyschev's inequality and Condition 1(ii). The remaining p - 1 terms in (A.6)
j I < 00, but this final condition is implied by (A.3) and
vanish by the inductive assumption if Ej
Condition 1(ii). Since the inductive assumption was shown to hold for p = 1, the result for p > 2
follows.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2: We calculate the limits of the various blocks separately. The joint convergence of these blocks is assured by Theorem 2.4 of Chan and Wei (1988).
for
)
(a) Consider (2T 'Z'ZTj ')P
p=m=1,
(i)
p=l,
(ii)
M,
m=2,4,6,...,

(iii)

p=l,

(iv)

p =3,5,7,...,

m=3,5,7,...,
M- 1,

(v)

p =2,4,6,...,

M,

M,
p =2,4,6,...,
(vi)
where M is an even integer.

M-1,
m= 3,5,7,...,

M-1,

m =3,5,7,...,

M- 1,

m=2,4,6,...,

M,
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(i) p=m=1:
(

Tj

T lY(Fll (L),q,)(Fllj(L)

Z'ZrTj1)jj

7,)'

00

F, Fl'1 j
F11J

V1

byLemma1(f).

0

(ii) p =1, m = 2:
(Wr

z'zr

)12 = T- E(F1I(L)

+ F22)

,)(F21(L),t

= T-'E(F1j(L)7jt)(F21(L),qt)

+ T'EF11((L)F1'F'

00

zF1 1 F2'1J1
E
0

2

by Lemma l(f) and (g), usingEl IF21lj < 0.
p=,
m=4,6,...,M:
(A.7)

(rT'Z'zTr')1,
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1t)(Fmi(L)

Lt)

.

Each of the terms in (A.7) converges to zero in probability by Lemma l(g), (h), and (f) (using
I < oo) respectively, for m> 2. That the omitted intermediate terms converge to zero in
EIF
probafility follows by induction. Thus (T71Z'Z2T1)jm A 0, m = 4,6,8,..., M.
(iii) p= 1, m = 3,5,7,..., M- 1:
(A.8)
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Each of the termsin (A.8) vanishasymptoticallyby applicationof Lemma1(h), (g), and (f) (using
EF,lj I < oo), for m > 3. By induction, the intermediate terms also vanish thus (Tj Z'Z Ti)im P 0,
M-1.
m=3,5,7,...,
(iv) p, m= 3,5,7,...,
(A.9)
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The leading term in (A.9) converges to a random variable:
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by Lemmal(b). We now arguethatthe remainingtermsin (1.3)convergeto zeroin probability.First,
24 0 for i < m, j <p, and i +j < m
I1)/2)
it follows from (A.10) that the crosstermsin (,,1)/2,
and (t(i-3)/2, t(j-1)/2)
vanish for i < m, j <p. For
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example,
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by Lemma l(a). Finally, the cross termsof q(i-1)/2,
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converge in probabilityto zero using the argumentsin (ii) and (iii) above. Thus, for p, m=
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The argumentsin (ii)-(iv) imply that the cross terms in (A.11) converge to zero in probability. Applying Lemma l(a)
Fp 1lt(p- 2)2W(tnt-1)12(t)'dtFM.
(vi) p,m=2,4,6,...,M,m+p>4:

(A.12)

(

'z'zri

rT

'

)

pn,

to

term

leading

the

= T-( P+m- 2)/2E( F22t(Pt-2)/2

T-(P+ m2)/2?F

+ F

i&m-2)/2

+ Fm

X(Fmmt(m-2)/2

(A.11),

in

P-2)/2

+

...

t(p2)/2?(m2)/2Fm

(rTiZ'ZTi')pm

+

+Fml(L)

+F(L))
qt)

+ cross terms

l'JPPFmm= 2/(p + m - 2)FppFmm
using Lemmal(c) and the remaining
where the leading termin (A.12) convergesnonstochastically
cross terms A 0 by repeatedapplicationof Lemma1, E IFmljI< 00, and the argumentsin (ii)-(iv)
above. The expressionfor V22obtainsdirectly.
P [(p + m

-4)/2+

(b) Let V+= [Z12 ? IT-lIv and let M= 2g+ 1, so that
T- 1/2 (

H([,t@

tT

)([t

T- 1/2

Z')+5

T

Z1')v+
0

Z2 )

(I.

V+

M 1)/2 (I, ? Z;'4V+

where
(e,, 0 Z,,)v+ = Vec(EZ,71,+iXl/2P).Thusconsider:
(i)
TT-' -l)/2Zttnq7,+1Xl/2,
(ii)

T-

m =3,5,7,...

m =2,4,6,...,

- 1)/2EZtmq,+
121/2,

and T-/ (i ,0 Z1') V
(i) m 3,5,7,...,M:
(A.13)

T-t-

12YZn;

X1/2t

-

T-(m -)/2(

Fmm(

l)/2 + F

3)/2

_t(m

+Fml (L),qt)
711+j'V/2,
+~~~~~~~~~~~~

+ *=

FmmT-(m-

+ Fm
+ *

1)/2t(m-

1)/2,

2+jX1/2k

T- 1/27T- [(m-3)/2+ l/2lEt(m-3)/2,,
+ T-(m

3)/2T-1(

Fm(L)1,t)

11.

21sl/2k
21/2.

, M,

M-1,
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The leadingtermin (A.13)convergesto a nondegenerate
randomvariableby Lemmal(e), while the
remainingterms vanish asymptoticallyby Lemmal(d), (e), and (f), and by induction.Thus, for
m = 3, 5 7, ... M.,

~ ~

T- ("'
T- -1 )/2y Ztnn tt+ 1,s112t =:b,FmJ
mmjl

M-1:

(ii) m-4,6,...

(A.14)
(AlA)

W(m - 1/(t)
1)/2 (t)d( dW( t)'X1/2'.
,12

T- -Y-/2Ztm-q1
l/2'12= T-(m-l/?imtt2/
~~m
T(m21)/2y2(Fmmt(m-2)/2

Fm
M
+ F__(m)/

t(m-)/2

+ *+Fml(L)71t)..+
1./2,

=
FpimT (m-l)/21:t(m-2)/2
=>mm

i;+xlV/2'

+ cross terms

t (m - 2)/2 d W( t )T1 /2,

wherethe cross termsin (A.14)vanishusingthe resultin (ii) aboveand the g-summability
of Fml(L)
for m = 4,6,...,

M-1.

For m = 2, the expressionin (A.14)is:
(A.15)

T- 1/2XZ2,

_1/2'

-

T- 1/2F(F21(L),)

_+121/2' + F22T - 1/

1+ 1

/2'I
=
Supposethat both termsin (A.15)havewell-definedlimits,so thatVec[T- /2EZ2,;+
where 021 and 022 correspondto the two termsin (A.15).Sincethe secondtermin (A.15)
converges to F22W(1)'X112' Wy2
= Vec[F22W(1)'1/2']. Thusit remains only to examine 1)2and 41.
The firsttermin (A.15)has a limitingdistributionthat is jointly normalwith the termfor m =1.
Using the CLT for stationaryprocesseswith finitefourthmnoments,
vec [T- 1/2E(F,I( L),t7 ) Xl,+ x /21[+ ~NO
'
vec [T- 1/2y( F21( L), ) 'q+ 121/2,
2,

+
'21 ?'221

where
T s?,F-JIJFI, X(&,zs
jEll, F21j1
2 s ?, F21j F'21j
l s0 ?, F21y Flly

[

& V,ll

Tx? V21

To

V12

1

X? (V22-F22F22)f

Theorem2.2 of Chan and Wei (1988)impliesthat (01,P021)are independentOf ('22'43'.3..2g+

1)
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